Tips & Tricks
Workpiece

TOP TIP
Planer riser
for thin stock

Hardwood fence
1
⁄4" × 1" × length
of planer bed

Feeding thin stock through
a thickness planer can be
problematic for a couple reasons:
First of all, the cutterhead on
many planers will only lower to
within 1⁄4" of the table, preventing
the planing of stock thinner than
that. Secondly, some planers have
bed rollers–with gaps around
them–that can deflect the work
upward into the spinning knives,
cracking and splintering the
stock. This planer riser solves
both problems. By elevating the
stock, you can plane it as thin as
you can get away with (depending
on how stiff and mild the wood is.)

Preventing
runaway plugs

I often use wooden plugs to
fill counterbores in my screwassembled projects, making
the plugs on my drill press
with a plug-cutter. I used
to saw the plugs free of the
drilled stock after running a
strip of tape across a row of
them to prevent them from
being thrown by the sawblade.
All the same, I found myself
digging around in the sawdust
on the shop floor to retrieve
wayward plugs. Then my old
dad showed me a better way.
Now I drill the plugs with the
cutter slightly tangent to the
edge of the stock, and use a
chisel to pop each one free
as needed. Thanks, Pop.
—Mark Breyer, Tucson, Arizona
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Riser panel
⁄4" × length of bed ×
width of bed minus 1⁄2"

3

Feed direction

Hardwood stop,
⁄4" × 11⁄2" × width
of planer bed

Relieve fences to
accommodate
feed rollers.

1

At the same time, the riser
covers over any bed rollers.
To ensure flatness, make
the riser from MDF (medium
density fiberboard) or MCP
(melamine coated particleboard).
Although they’re not strictly
necessary, I attach hardwood
fences to restrain wayward

stock, cutting them out at the
feed roller locations. Glue and
nail the stop to the infeed end
of the platform to prevent it
from being pulled into the
planer. Finally, apply paste wax
to minimize friction in use.
—Andy Rae, Asheville,
North Carolina

Drill plugs near
edge, then pop
out with chisel.
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Tablesaw rip fence

Tablesaw side
extension table

Drill through
fence facing into
metal body.

Tablesaw/
router fence
In space-starved shops, a
tablesaw side-extension table can
be pressed into service as a router
table. One of the advantages is
that your tablesaw rip fence can
then double as a router table
fence. To accommodate edge
shaping and other operations
that require setting the router bit
back from the face of the fence,
you can create a wood split-fence.
It’s an easy matter to attach a
wooden fence like this to any one
of the millions of Beisemeyerstyle rip fences out there.
Using a piece of 8/4 stock a few
inches shorter than the length of
your rip fence, dress it straight

Illustrations: Christopher Mills

Countersunk slots allow
lateral adjustment of
router fence halves.

-16 × 21⁄2" "Tap-Flex"
self-tapping screw

3⁄
8

and square to a thickness of 13⁄4"
and just 1⁄2" or so wider than the
height of your fence. Crosscut it
into two, and rout a countersunk
slot in each end to about 2" long.
Butt the two pieces together endto-end over your router opening,
and attach them to your rip fence
with 3⁄8 -16 × 21⁄2" self-tapping
screws. (Search mcmaster.com
for “Tap-Flex screws.”)

Install each screw at the end of the
slot furthest from the bit opening
to allow maximum outward
movement of the fence halves. The
split fence will not impede normal
tablesaw operations; you’ll
need to remove it only for those
infrequent ripping maneuvers
that require locating the fence
to the left side of the blade.
—Paul Anthony, senior editor
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Invert box
over hole.

Drill hole in cabinet
bottom or shelf.

Paper rags at the ready
For cleanup around the shop, I use paper rags
like those sold in boxes at home supply stores.
They’re convenient to use, but tearing off a
perforated section can be a two-handed hassle, with
one hand (often already fouled with finish) to hold
the box, and the other to rip away the necessary
rags. The easy fix is to store the box upside down in
a cabinet whose bottom has been drilled to create
a dispensary hole for the rags. A quick, one-handed
sideways pull is all it takes to free up whatever
length you want. If you don’t have a suitable cabinet,
you can create a simple shelf for the job, mounting
it to a wall or perhaps between overhead joists.
—Carl Rettiger, Billings, Montana

Squaring mortises
with a hollow chisel

Although I own a hollow-chisel mortiser, I often
find that routing mortises is faster and cleaner.
Of course, the rounded ends of routed mortises
then have to be squared to accommodate squareedged tenons. This is where I bring my mortiser
into play. I mount the appropriately sized hollow
chisel in the machine–omitting the internal drill
bit–and adjust the fence to suit the mortise location.
With the machine powered off and the workpiece
located, a simple pull on the handle is all it takes to
quietly and cleanly cut the end of a mortise. I find
this approach is much less trouble than rounding the
edges of tenons to fit the ends of routed mortises.
—Ray Dewey, Chattanooga, Tennessee
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